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Sweeping and Romantic Historical Drama 
From an Award-Winning Author

•  Washington, D.C., at the turn of the twentieth century provides a  
fascinating, historically rich backdrop to this page-turning story

•  Camden has garnered critical acclaim and is a Christy Award, RITA,  
and Daphne du Maurier Award winner

•  “This is a story rife with history, hope, and faith that will keep you  
reading raptly until the final page.”—CBA Retailers+Resources about  
Into the Whirlwind

Anna O’Brien leads a predictable and quiet life as a map librarian at the illustrious 
Library of Congress until she stumbles across a baffling mystery of a ship disappeared 
at sea. She is thwarted in her attempts to uncover information, but her determination 
outweighs her shyness and she turns to a dashing congressman for help.

Luke Callahan was one of the nation’s most powerful congressmen until his promising 
career became shadowed in scandal. Eager to share in a new cause and intrigued by the 
winsome librarian, he joins forces with Anna to solve the mystery of the lost ship.  
Opposites in every way, Anna and Luke are unexpectedly drawn to each other despite 
the strict rules forbidding Anna from any romantic entanglement with a member of 
Congress.

From the gilded halls of the Capitol, where powerful men shape the future of the nation, 
to the scholarly archives of the nation’s finest library, Anna and Luke are soon embroiled 
in secrets much bigger and more perilous than they ever imagined. Is bringing the truth 
to light worth risking all they’ve ever dreamed for themselves?

“Camden has penned a truly eloquent Christian romance  
from start to finish. Everything here is top notch: the writing, the detailed  

characterization, the historical setting, and the tender romance  
that will resonate with readers. The dialogue between the two main characters 

is not only fabulously smart, but playfully witty.” 
—RT Book Reviews Top Pick, on With Every Breath

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Elizabeth Camden is the author of six books and a RITA and Christy Award  
winner. With a master’s in history and a master’s in library science, she is a research 
librarian by day and scribbles away on her next novel by night. Elizabeth lives with 
her husband in Florida. Visit her website at elizabethcamden.com.
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